
 

 

Educational technology (EdTech) has the tremendous ability to close the global learning gaps 

that have been widened by the COVID-19 pandemic and contribute significantly to achieving 

the United Nations Sustainable Development Goal 4 (SDG4) to “ensure inclusive and equitable 

quality education and promote lifelong learning opportunities for all.” But unless we reduce 

disparities in access, roll out comprehensive EdTech strategies, involve teachers throughout 

design processes, and train teachers to use technology effectively to ensure EdTech works 

effectively to improve learning outcomes, then we risk seeing those inequalities grow. 

Following the Teacher Tech Summit 2022, we call on governments, the international 

community, tech companies, innovators, and educators to work together to:  

1) Provide good internet access and equipment for every student 

EdTech has the power to level playing fields in education, but unless there is parity of access 

then the learning gaps may widen further. Less than 1 in 20 school-age children from low-

income countries have an internet connection at home, compared with nearly 9 in 10 from 

high-income countries, UNICEF and the International Telecommunication Union data show. 

This makes it all the more important that students are able to access reliable internet at school 

and have sufficient devices available to harness EdTech effectively. Indeed, the Economist 

Intelligence Unit reveals increasing internet connectivity in schools leads to an increase in the 

effective number of schooling years per student on average and an increase in gross domestic 

product (GDP). However, there remains a huge global divide in school connectivity and access 

to equipment. In some developing countries, there is only one computer for every 500 

students in a school. Governments and the international community should work with tech 

companies to ensure every school in the world has reliable internet access and enough 

devices to bring EdTech into every classroom so that every student is able to benefit from it. 

2) Target EdTech at closing learning gaps 

Effective EdTech provides the opportunity to close learning gaps through personalised 

learning by giving students customised experiences tailored to their own circumstances, 

needs, and preferences and allowing them to learn at their own pace. This is particularly 

important in contexts where students face barriers to their education, whether due to socio-

economic inequalities, disparities opened up by the pandemic, language and cultural 

differences, or special educational needs and disabilities. Governments should work with tech 

companies and schools to train teachers to effectively use new technologies and deploy 

EdTech specifically targeted at helping teachers intervene to reduce educational inequalities.  

3) Train teachers to use EdTech throughout their careers 

https://www.unicef.org/press-releases/two-thirds-worlds-school-age-children-have-no-internet-access-home-new-unicef-itu
https://connectinglearners.economist.com/connecting-learners/
https://connectinglearners.economist.com/connecting-learners/
https://www.curry.virginia.edu/sites/default/files/uploads/epw/72_Edtech_in_Developing_Countries.pdf


EdTech can only be deployed effectively if teachers are well trained and well supported in its 

use. The pandemic led to a rapid upskilling of teachers in many parts of the world as they 

turned to technology to keep students learning while schools were closed. But skill levels are 

uneven across the world and even in some developed countries, a significant proportion of 

teachers still feel they have not received sufficient training in the use of EdTech. T4 

Education’s Turning to technology survey of over 20,000 teachers from 165 countries showed 

more professional development and better training to integrate technology into education 

were among teachers’ greatest needs. Governments and schools should respond to this to 

ensure teachers are trained throughout their careers to use the latest EdTech effectively. 

4) Engage teachers during the entire EdTech design cycle 

There is an overwhelming choice of EdTech available for schools on the market, but too often 

tech tools fail to improve learning outcomes because they have not been designed in 

consultation with teachers and are not grounded in the real experience of students and 

teachers. Designers and developers often miss failings that would be obvious to those on the 

front line. By contrast, teachers know first-hand what students need, and what they 

themselves need as educators – a crucial element in the design process. They also understand 

the distinction between a superficial innovation and one that will actually help pupils, and 

they know how the education sector works from the inside. Governments and tech 

companies seeking to know what works best in classrooms need to centrally involve teachers 

from the start of the design process. 

5) Roll-out evidence-based EdTech strategies 

Despite COVID fast-tracking EdTech deployment, most governments still lack comprehensive 

teacher support strategies to ensure technology improves teaching and learning outcomes. 

Governments should conduct robust academic research into EdTech solutions and their use 

that provide maximum impact and work with teachers to implement EdTech strategies to 

guide the rapid development and roll-out of tech in the classroom.  

6) Break down the barriers for girls and young women in EdTech  

Girls and young women often face additional barriers to EdTech access as they are 

disproportionately burdened with domestic tasks at home and more restricted in their 

internet use outside of the home due to concerns for their safety. This means EdTech 

solutions need to be implemented with a focus on reducing gender disparities. Governments 

and schools need to work together to ensure girls and young women receive equal access to 

EdTech as boys both in school and in the home. And technology companies should design 

EdTech tools with girls and young women in mind, which means bringing more women into 

the traditionally male-dominated EdTech industry, and ensuring that female teachers have a 

voice at the top table of EdTech development. 

Signed: 

Jaime Saavedra, Global Director for Education at the World Bank 

Vikas Pota, Founder of T4 Education and the Teacher Tech Summit 

https://edtechnology.co.uk/schools/55-of-teachers-unsatisfied-with-edtech-training-survey-says/#:~:text=Teachers%20reported%20unsatisfactory%20rates%20of,full%20training'%20in%20educational%20technology.
https://t4.education/turning-to-technology/#surveyresults
https://www.edsurge.com/news/2014-11-03-why-great-edtech-products-really-fail
https://www.edsurge.com/news/2014-11-03-why-great-edtech-products-really-fail
https://edtechhub.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/09/Allier-Gagneur-and-Moss-Coflan-2020-Using-technology-to-support-gender-equity-social-.pdf


Dr Duriya Aziz, SVP and Publisher for Education at Scholastic (International) 

Jane Mann, Managing Director of Cambridge Partnership for Education 

Denis Mizne, CEO of the Lemann Foundation 

Camila Pereira, Director of Education at the Lemann Foundation 

David Barth, Vice President of International Programs at Save the Children 

Amit A. Patel, Managing Director of Owl Ventures 

Andria Zafirakou, award-winning UK teacher 

Dr Ethel Agnes Pascua-Valenzuela, Director of the Southeast Asian Ministers of Education 

Organization Secretariat 

Ju Ho Lee, Founder and Chairman of Education Commission Asia, and former Minister of 

Education, Science and Technology of the Republic of Korea 

Lúcia Dellagnelo, Director President of the Center for Innovation for Brazilian Education – CIEB 

Nieves Segovia, President of SEK Education Group 

Gouri Gupta, Project Director for EdTech at the Central Square Foundation 

Raghav Podar, Chairman of Podar Education 

Rabih Baalbaki, Co-Founder and President of MENA Edtech Alliance  

Krista Davidson, Executive Head of Injini 

Laurie Forcier, Chief of Staff and Director of Partnerships at EDUCATE Ventures Research 

+ 11,895 teachers  


